Flying related to cancer

Oklahoma City — The Surgeon General of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services said today that the prolonged effects of flight on the human body appear to be linked to several cancer-related deaths.

Dr. Thomas Prihatch said in a statement released today that after a thorough analysis of all available data on flight and its effects on lab animals, he has concluded that flying does indeed cause cancer in some cases).

In the study, which took 20 years to conduct, 7,000,000 rats, 370,000 mice, and 1.5 billion in scientific studies showed that each

Space shuttle recovered off Africa

The crew of the Space Shuttle Columbia, which was launched at astronauts and recovered by U.S. Navy ships and divers, returned to the east coast of the island of Zanzibar.

New library seating unveiled at ERAU.

According to a recent survey, the majority of Embry-Riddle students who were asked if they had any balls on campus at all rather than the scarce few present in the moment. The survey, con-ducted by the ASU, mentioned that at the time of the most current survey, all students were at the Daytona Beach campus. The results of the survey were impressive.

Many of the students who were surveyed provided comments on the subject. "I don't know what women should be allowed in this school. They're too soft and girly," said Gary O'Meara, a junior.

Many more students shared this feeling of animosity. "I agree. Women don't belong here. Women shouldn't be in the academic library anyway. I mean, what do they do, they break the finger in the computer or something like that, right?" said Robert Riggs, Jr., an ERAU student and president of the local Society for Collegia and Chauvinists. "If we may fly on our horses so bad, then they should go to our library to get worse education.

"Men are too much smarter around here. I think the best way to to eliminate the females is to turn the women to men. Right now we're too little of us and too much in the mean-time, they think we're in secretaries while we take cold showers," complained Larry Lagunes, a sophomore.

Writing a report for a few ERAU fall females "breaking down in tears and throwing temper tantrums upon hearing about the view of the ultimate resistance against does this report has caused a consolated amount of shock, confusion among the student body. Angie Rich, the reported female student on campus recalled.

"When I feel particularly depressed I just want to take a pep talk from a friend and be there for them. They should have a voice, they didn't do anything. They didn't do it. I happen to know a bit of guys who are still crying about us. Who the right in the way we can't possibly perform our task the way today's some being allowed in this school. We have a right to drive pretty airplanes just as any men does and we can probably do it better," returned Elaine Unkoo, Angie Rich President."

Bird and it appears before test.

Bird, newest addition to E-RAU wind tunnel

"Engineering students in AF 410, advanced Wind Tunnel, are mark-ing on perfecting an aircraft assembled from birds. This advanced experiment involves using live specimens to identify the influence of avian behavior on turbulence and other characteristics of these feathered creatures.

Birds involve running the tunnel at high speeds with the birds tied to keep them up. Several of the students remarked "we like to give them electrical stimuli to make them move more fluidly...helps us to know what conditions they...fly."

Chris Cook explained that the birds were "squeezed but they work really well, even losing both legs and being sick through the ears, it's a lot easier to clean up. Pigeons are by far easier to

E-RAU are fed up

In a surprise move to be official announced on Thursday, the AVFAV has learned that Embry-Riddle's Aerodynamic Laboratory, often referred to as "the engine room," is in dire straits: just four weeks to go until the end of the semester. The move is being made to improve the safety of the students.

The comment comes on the news of the course offered by the school will be bought, 1940s of cause will change many of those in favor of a new foundation, with E-RAU.

The new library seating unveiled at ERAU.
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All Textures start at 8:10 PM.
ITK emerges victorious in Geek Week

The first battle of ERAU Geek Week proved surprising to many of the participating campus fraternities. All of them lost, except for the fraternity Tappa Kea, who suffered in ERAU's newest and number one fraternity.

Without much effort at all, we had the pans off the other so-called fraternities. It's funny how that works. Though situations in East Week to serve the community and promote good sportsmanship, Tappa Kea is not going to participate. We entered these events not for selfish reasons and it paid off. We and the boys enjoyed each other, golden hair rolls of kittens as a reward for our victory.

For the post-game exhilaration the gang all headed down to Peace bar to enjoy our incentive. The party was within the brothers' computer pledges only and any non-member members of the fraternities.

perussion. After managing to irritate the few girls who actually came, several of the brothers demanded assistance techniques or names of the pledges. Meanwhile the rest of us practiced our log-rapping until we passed out. It was great waking up the next morning with half a barrel left just a police mantle, a few donuts, it was. We quickly finish- ed the rest off and went to McDonald's for breakfast. Afterward, we proceeded to the liquid store to kill the barrell (I Tappa Kea brothers never forget to lap the barrell and emplint them again that night. We always make sure our tabernacle gets a good night's sleep on a school night.

Tappa Kea's next party will be this Friday at the clubhouse. Again all females are welcome. We would like to see more girls show up to our parties. We're trying to forget that we're an ERAU fraternity.

Flight manual revised

Three of us who have not picked up the basic revisions in the Flight Operations Manual had best do so at once. Several major changes have been made in the policies of the flight department.

Perhaps the most contentious change is one which affects the operation of the Piper Seneca. The new regulation has been described as a "red flag" solution after numerous meetings between Flight Standards personnel and Piper's engineers failed to find "alternatives" to the multitude of problems with the limiting gear system's indicator lights.

The change involves the aircraft's operating speed, the airplane's "never exceed" speed has been changed from 205 knots to 140 knots which is maximum landing gear extended speed. The reason for the change is that both

have been placed in the landing gear position continuously, and to ensure that the gear is locked in the down position should the indicator fail.

Several other changes have been published in the new revisions. Each of them has been made in order that the flight conditions can be maintained while students are trained in a "real world" environment.

Bad news from financial aid

Due to a massive computer breakdown, the Financial Aid office announced recently that all students will receive Guaranteed Student Loans, grants, and University Financial aid on time and in the correct amount with no hold.

The Director of Financial Aid, Mr. J. D. Doe, says that the error should be corrected by the middle of the summer term and that a "never happen again" so this was "... a freak, once is a lifetime thing..."

Financial Aid office hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (1000 to 1600 hours), Monday through Thursday and 10:00 to 4:00 (1000 to 1600 hours), Friday and some waiting may be necessary, as we only have 14 student assistants and 14 staff members to handle the 6 people who swamped us at one time.
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Spring Sting '69

Sat. March 34

featuring

Gary "U.S.S.R." Bombs, Apocalypse and a third band to be announced

biker gangs encouraged to attend

Security courtesy of Hell's Angels

$100 Admission

Drugs

Decadence

Rock and Roll

Gary "U.S.S.R." Bombs, Apocalypse and a third band to be announced
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Don't come

Daytona Stud Service

20% discount with Riddle i.d.

Moderate rates

Look For Our

Fall And Spring

Clearance Sales

Fully Equipped Staff

On call 24 hours a day

Call For An Appointment 555-4343

"Do you have a license for that thing?"
Ground making at Riddle Flight Line

In late breaking news release, the administration declared today that the flight line is to no longer be deemed necessary.

Dr. Tony Bunchhead has explained many obvious decision that are obvious decisions. "Well, you see my friend. We all are at the beach this morning. Well the president and I decided that the sand was so pretty we should have a chance of it at Daytona Campus."

The interview was interrupted at this point due to a fact to the doctor's act of passing out. For coloring, Professor of the teaching commission was available for comment. Mr. Joe Bunchhead of the Daytona Distribution Co. answered several questions regar

The creation of the building builder into a headband like substance, Mr. Bunchhead couldn't. "You know what, we looked really hard to get the money right but we just couldn't. So the $125,000 dollar cost will be out of next year's 50C for which by the way a going to happen with every person.

As the clock of becoming extremely distant and biased, it means that this idea is surely useless. Besides not all being sure effective. The Arnoff saga is organizing a vigilante force in order to overtake the present administration. Wesson may be obtained by writing Mr. Bill Hollywood at Box 7096.

POTS students storm campus and occupy UC

Early last week a group of true POTS officers and cadets stormed ERAU's Daytona Beach campus. After overcoming the staff and valuing resistance put up by ERAU security forces, the cadets proceeded to occupy the cafeteria-exploring EJ-club personnel and management. The cadets then forwarded a list of demands to Campus Provost Floss and called for a press conference.

The crux of the cadets' demands is the procurement of the EJ-Poster. "We want it and we want it now," screamed the head of the occupying force, JdL J.lM Programmed, he was rammed his fist and thanked his body in a fit of rage.

"We want our satisfaction and we want immediate military hafters and wellfed for all students. We're sick and tired of being the only abnormal group on campus," Programmed said. You'd better give it to us too, because if you don't, none of you will ever eat out of this cafeteria again!"

At this time the cadets that had gathered began to scatter, and then the cadets rammed into full hysterical laughter. This drove Programmed into a frenzied con

name. He started to jump up and down, pointing his finger at the crowd, shouting "you laugh now."

"We'll see who's laughing when you can't eat any of those Steak-ems. Rhodes-ems, or any of that good seal or beef or pork. You'll see, you'll be sorry!

At this, the crowd began to laugh even harder and slowly began to break up and leave the U.C.

Four days after these occurrences, at the meeting of the cadets, the cadets is still closed and occupied by the cadets through the student body seems to neither notice our note.

Ground making has been taking place at the Flight Line for quite some time now. According to officials close to the source, this is the Flight Line's effort to be constructive. They ex

have to subject the building to its original state very shortly.
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Avioff staff casts "Guns of Navarone"

Seventeen staff members from the infamous Avioff Rag were placed in jail in Dorm H pending trial on various charges. They were faced with the powerful and influential Student Representative Action Committee who serve for perfection and righteousness.

The charges state that a certain lack of perfection in journalism were met by this vile group of power-grabbing juveniles who were required to make poor judgment in all of their efforts in the Avioff.

This has not been possible ap

tions than to hang all members of this obviously pro-communistation. If we can't be perfect and provide all students everywhere with truth; justice, maps, apple pie and ERAU wonders/level in the paper, never forgetting that the work of the world are open us. Than what are we, ya know man, ya know just what are we, really" spoozed the Chief Justice Randomly Obnoxious.

Chief Obnoxious continued by stating the Government Associa

tion of Students (GAS) will be using the trial jury for the impending hearings because "they are imperial and wonderful people."

This reporter, skulking behind enemy lines went to the prison cells in Dorm H to get this report from the infamous Avioff Editor and senator advisor.

Will Speak handled a corner, bearing the ran off that were plac

ed in far fun and exercised out, "I thought this was just a stu

dents newspaper, I mean we all make mistakes and I swear I was just a mistake with that one. Hello HELF?"

Toward Editor, P.B. Sillilly screamed, "Consider the fact that we are students, learning and striving for a good paper. God, the Committee and GAS are not very understanding. I swear to goodness we made mistakes, but we tried. Please excuse me, my hands feel feeling a day stale!"

Reportor Cox Laddly just kept muttering, "Mom, help me, I want to come home."

Layout Editor Melisa Cuss stared at the wall and screamed, "Take me away Citizen."

This reporter trying to hold his sobriety, ran from the room and went over to GAS's headquarters to talk to the present Emperor.

"There is no hope of repealing," this reporter asked, "just one?" said Emperor Number One. They talk some of the world's goods, and claim total allegiance to GAS. We'll keep no state puppets in this line of work. I mean, with GAS and the committee. If you don't want the world's goods, then get out of the way.

The reporter finally had a 20 year line for human behavior.

Constitutional thrill is set for Thursday night with the pleasant Mr. Ming Hwang being held in the Pub with happy hour held to bring in the crowds. Only one punch from student extremists will be needed to get free beer for two hours. The slight chance of death or charges, or lower chances of being hit


A great way to die!


Contact Capt M. Discharged
1320 Fleming Rd., Daytona Beach
Ph: (904) 655-5344
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Editorial

Administrator gives new hopes

Corruption education
Guaranteed credits towards your degree
Visit: New York Miami
Crime centers of the U.S.
Positions still available to include: demolitions small arms sex crimes
Visit the corruption center today for your background investigation

New biology course to increase diversity

Dear Editor,

I am just writing this letter to praise our esteemed president, Mr. J. H. I think the man is a genius for reordering a super in- credible starshine school. Mr. H. is a person, a living-breathing plan. I also think he is cool. Jack Hunt has done a lot for the students. He likes biology like I do He also has the same very large hope that I would like so live in. He's a good basis to a lot and still human. President H. is also a very ad- ditional type person. He has the feel for the phone in his office very professionally.

He is in good person too. He is a real. Some people say I just like the way he lives. Thank you for printing it phenomenally objective letter.

I like Jack

Dear Editor: portfolio,

I am just writing this letter to praise our esteemed president, Mr. J. H. I think the man is a

Valuable asset?

Dear Mr. Editor: The AVIOFF has been without a doubt one of the

Emotionalism

Dear Editor: I have had it! The outbreak of emotion at VRAU has taken me to the limit. I

Problem

Dear Mr. Editor: As a student at VRAU I amopposed as my other fellow students in regards to their

Dean's List

Eternity, Bob, Dave, Larry, Al, Michael, Ben.

December 25, 1999

No consideration

Dear Mr. Editor: I would like to express my displeasure over the way that student had a drawing at the Riddle pool while I was at the pool last week. I mean really, "h I just bought a new Speedo without

letters

from this one guy and he had the biggest looking mister hanging from his mouth ever. Damn. I commented on his weight and he offered me some butter. Old Great! I think the SIG should really look into this matter and revise the constitution with some new and harder penalties. From around me in Dorm 4
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J-lot opens

to students

By Jeff Gazemart
Avion Staff Reporter

March 30, 1982
9:00 AM

Gazemart stepped from the first-class section of the J-lot to commence his tour of the spacious new parking area. "This area is a tremendous improvement for faculty and staff. But now, I hope parking will be much better," Gazemart said.

The J-lot is the parking area which sits near the east side of the academic complex with campus. The entire area was previously used as a parking area for faculty and staff. But now, 45 parking spaces are available, and the east side of the J-lot has been marked with bright, yellow markings, and the word "J-lot" has been painted in large letters on the ground. The new area parking spaces will be reserved for faculty and staff.

Future managers need ability to change with time

By Bert Kauffman
Avion Staff Reporter

March 24, 1982
10:00 AM

"When you look at the careers that most of our students plan to enter, there is one important factor that they have to learn to deal with," said Jack Fidel, a professor in the aviation department.

According to Jack Craddock, the director of the aviation department, one of the primary concerns of the new students is "to learn how to change with the time, to make a career that is still viable and satisfy everyone."

"We want our students to be able to take a look at the situation and decide how to change," said Craddock. "We want them to have the ability to change their career path, and the student parking area is contrived with yellow markings.

Crippled Seminole lands flawlessly

By Max Conneal
Avion Staff Reporter

March 23, 1982
12:00 PM

A team of instructors and students from the aviation department were flying a Piper Arrow over Daytona and provided adventurers with a first opportunity to experience the area by taking them on a guided tour of the region.

Paul McFadden was the chief pilot, and he and his team contacted the local authorities to ensure that the aircraft was in good condition. Their procedures included a thorough inspection of the aircraft before the flight. The crew checked the engines, the wings, and the tail, and then briefed the passengers on the proper procedure to follow in case of an emergency.

During this particular incident, Paul McFadden was the chief pilot, and he and his team contacted the local authorities to ensure that the aircraft was in good condition. Their procedures included a thorough inspection of the aircraft before the flight. The crew checked the engines, the wings, and the tail, and then briefed the passengers on the proper procedure to follow in case of an emergency.

Airport expansion

30 acres available for development

By Dr. Adrian
Avion Staff Reporter

March 23, 1982
1:00 PM

The construction on the new airport is expected to be completed within the next several months, according to local airport officials. "We are excited about the possible expansion of our airport," said Dr. Adrian.

Construction halted on Raquetball courts

By John Schribner
Avion Staff Reporter

March 22, 1982
1:00 PM

The construction on the new tennis courts is expected to be completed within the next several months, according to local tennis enthusiasts. "We are excited about the possible expansion of our tennis courts," said Schribner.
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We are not perfect

Editorial

The entire AOVN staff has taken critical note of the March 1st front of The Avion, an issue marked by forest attack. The staff at the time thought they had addressed these problems and offered some new policies that have had some success.

The major issue of criticism was directed at a letter to the editor entitled "Discrimination." The letter's author expressed disappointment that Jewish students were not provided with special parking permits. The issue was called "racist," but that of the material was not open to that. In this case, many social policies, the writer preferred not to have his name printed, thereby allowing no counter-remarks to be made.

To that, the news happened again the staff has unanimously decided to report the issue to all groups. As for future issues, writers in the editorial policy of "yes it's in" will be used. In the case that numerous errors are found in a letter it will be held for corrections. No major changes will be made in types of letters accepted, but writers may be asked to tone down the content of their letters. Reading that The Avion is the only way many students have to express an opinion, the staff will try to keep censorship down to a minimum.

As editorial content must also be made concerning Julian P. Odom's editorial. As part of the editorial Staff of The Avion, Mr. Odom has the right to write prewritten and editorial. In this case it may have been hampered to allow him to submit the election, but The Avion has and will stand behind its staff members.

The Avion does make mistakes, but we strive to avoid errors. Our track record seems to agree with this.

Here to serve

Guest Editorial

On March 23, President Jack Hunt held a briefing with class staff members of the university. I had the pleasure to attend this meeting in the new SGA President's role. As your resource to the administration, I take this opportunity to follow.

1. We must study ourselves and decide who our major marketing customers are. We can change what we are doing to better reach them. We can also target our advertising to meet their needs.

2. We need to communicate with a wider range of people. This means talking to students and teachers, and not just to our existing customers. We need to make sure they understand what we are doing.

3. We must continue the work that has been done in the past. This means continuing to follow up with those who have requested information from us.

The meeting's success is connected to this. The Avion is the only way many students have to express an opinion, the staff will try to keep censorship down to a minimum.

Klyde Morris

We are not perfect

No guts

To the Editor:

I found it ironic last week to read the front on the front page of the Avion that said, "If we really wanted you to be more involved, we would mail you the monthly newsletter."

As an SGA representative, I feel that is a failure. I came up with that idea last November as a way of avoiding the need to punch students ID cards to prevent a student from voting more than once. Last year, there was a problem with students who would vote once because they didn't like the idea of having a hole punched in their cards. There was also the problem of students who had been here for several years and their cards were full of holes. There is a problem of getting students serious in the SGA elections. I don't think it was the fault of the blue card system. I find it amusing as people used to be so colorful but now to recommend selections of at least one vote. Mr. Odom also claimed falsely that students were denied the right to vote as it was, for no students were denied the right to vote. Those students who did not have their blue cards were sent to the U.C. where their names could be checked off on a student card on the election. As far as "SGA elected by a minority of 34," it is true that a good last in the Avion newspaper booklet. The Avion has a bad record in a mind for grading news and articles pertinent to the best interests of the "AVION minority," and the student body majority.

I beg those of the letter writers by the disapproved name weekly, to observe that this writer is the chairman of his own committee. I have no reason for a person who clings another through the cowardly means of an unregistered letter to the editor. Next time, at last have the guts and put his name in the letter. Sincerely,

John Chace

We are not perfect

Disagree

To the Editor:

I am an international student and I would like to mention I don't see SGA or even minor things being illiterate. I have been involved in the history I have been involved in the history I have been involved in the history, I have been involved in the history I have been involved in the history. In fact, I have been involved in the history. The Avion has not been biased toward me in writing news and articles pertinent to the best interests of the "AVION minority," and the student body majority.

I beg those of the letter writers by the disapproved name weekly, to observe that this writer is the chairman of his own committee. I have no reason for a person who clings another through the cowardly means of an unregistered letter to the editor. Next time, at last have the guts and put his name in the letter. Sincerely,

Jason Brown

Don't pay

To the Editor:

With the results of the SGA elections, new leadership is in place. The results were analyzed. Forty-five hundred and thirty-nine students voted, a few were unable to vote because they had lost their voting cards, and 4000 people do not want to vote at all. Obviously, a lot of people do not care about the SGA.

Let's take a closer look at what the SGA elections showed. After this election, the members were selected by a majority of students. Only 23 of the 25 registered students voted in the election. The recall was the opinion of the majority of registered students. Only 23 of the 25 students voted in the election. The recall was the opinion of the majority of registered students. Only 23 of the 25 students voted in the election. The recall was the opinion of the majority of registered students.

Since a small minority of people take part in these elections, let them fund them. If 400 people per $15 each, they can pay for the next election. If we need leaders, let them be paid.

Julie F. Odom

Admit it!

To the Editor:

Two weeks ago, on a letter to the editor, I expressed my doubts about the longevity and competency of some of the members of the "AVION. Last week's letter was a call for help. Mr. Julien P. Odom's editorial reflecting in the SGA elections was disgusting and showed his lack of competent and integrity. Mr. Odom listed the election, and he cannot accept the fact. He is trying to blame his defeat on the students who voted against him. He also notes that the editorials that have been published have been written by a majority of students. Only 23 of the 25 registered students voted in the election. The recall was the opinion of the majority of registered students. Only 23 of the 25 students voted in the election. The recall was the opinion of the majority of registered students. Only 23 of the 25 students voted in the election. The recall was the opinion of the majority of registered students.

In my opinion, Mr. Julien P. Odom got more votes than he deserved. During the election campaign, some students had to change their votes because of his position in "The AVION" and,

the avion

Opinions

Klyde Morris

the avion

Opinions

The opinions expressed in this newspaper are not necessarily those of the University or all the students of the Student Newspaper. Any opinions appearing in THE AVION do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors, or the university. The newspaper is published every Thursday and is a semi-weekly publication. The newspaper is published every Thursday and is a semi-weekly publication. The newspaper is published every Thursday and is a semi-weekly publication. The newspaper is published every Thursday and is a semi-weekly publication.

The Avion is a member of the College Press Service and the Campus News Digest. Published weekly throughout the academic year and bi-weekly throughout the summer. Published weekly throughout the academic year and bi-weekly throughout the summer. Published weekly throughout the academic year and bi-weekly throughout the summer.
**letters (continued from page 2)**

now he is doing is again writing all the garbage in editorial was all above. He is insulating the intelligence of the reader body. The editorials did not stop during the election campaign and fortunately many of them I will agree with. It would be better for all of us and the reputation of "THE AVION" if Mr. Julius L. Olcon is not a one note puppeteer in such an incite way. His very personal editorialism should not be a necessity, because he was one of the editors, was more like a letter to Mum and Dad trying to ex- plain with stupid excuses his lack of success in the election.

Mr. Eileen P. Olson is in a past loser. The team, Dono "Americanizations" Tom Little was the election because that was the opinion of the majority of the sector. So, I say to Mr. Julius P. Olcon: "Why don't you just accept your defeat!""

Benjamin Casin

---

**THE ONLY PLACE**

**DISCOUNT LIQUORS, BEER & WINE**

**BEER SPECIALS**

Red White-Blue Lite-6 pk 1.40
Blitz-6 pk 1.40
Lawry 1.40
Pabst 1.45
St. Paul 3.91
Old Milwaukee-6 pk 1.68
Busch-6 pk 2.09
Budweiser-6 pk 2.35
Miller Lite-6 pk 2.35
Michelob-6 pk 2.78
Michelob-6 pk 2.78
Heineken-6 pk 3.79

**WINE SPECIALS & MIX**

All Peiri Wines-3 ltr (name brand or negociant) 4.20
All Carlo Rossi-3 ltr 4.99
Glencoe Lambourde 1.5 ltr 4.99
All Runstine-1.5 Mag 4.99

**CANADIAN WHISKEY SPECIALS**

Canadian Leaf-1 ltr 5.25
Windsor 6.25
Walkers-1.75 ltr 9.79
Canadian Mist 6.79
Canadian House-1 ltr 5.25

**FUNK SPECIALS**

Ponce DeLeon 4.33
Castilllo-1.75 ltr 5.39
Parras-1.75 ltr 7.99
Ron Rico-1.75 ltr 10.99
100 Proof Yukon Jack 7.39 Plus 99 More
SALE Items every week!

---

**BUCK'S GUN RACK INC.**

LICENSED FIREARMS DEALERS

Buck's Gun Rack wishes all our E-RAU Super card holders good luck on finals!

607 Volusia Ave., Daytona Beach

**VORTEX SPECIALS**

Stalnagrad-1 ltr 3.99
1.75 ltr Seagrams Vodka 4.49
Grain 4.49
1.75 ltr Michter's Grain 7.49
Seagrams Wolf Jug 8.36
Seagrams Wolf Schmidt 4.99
Tasska 4.99
Pleasamson-1.75 ltr 8.78

**WHISKY SPECIALS**

Jim Beam-1 ltr 4.69
Jack Watko 4.75
Old Thompson-1 ltr 4.99
Philadelphia 1.75 ltr 6.99
Gran Alcohol 100% 80ml 7.79

**GUN SPECIALS**

Safari 94 5.99
Momo 90 5.79
Caritas-1.75 ltr 6.99
Gordon's-1.75 ltr 10.99
Wachers 5.39

**BOURBON SPECIALS**

Jim Beam-1.75 ltr 10.99
Jack Daniels-700 ml 7.99
Jameson Whiskey (12 oz) 18.69
Ancient Age-1.75 ltr 10.99
Proof of age 9.99
Hours 9:00-7:00 Mon-Sat.
Closed Sunday
HOLLY HILL PLAZA OR 828 NOVA
252-8723
Delta Chi relaxes

By Geoff Murray

For Finals just around the cor ner, Delta Chi’s social life has been held during the weekends. As the brothers went off dry, most stayed home with their significant others and relaxed.

However, the pledgees have been busy and are planning a fund-raising event for the next weekend. This will be a chance to break a few of the upcoming Spring terms up and to start enjoying the Delta Chi image. The brothers wish you the best of luck, boys.

On this coming Wednesday evening, there will be held for the Full Members of the chapter, some positions in touch, and all the candidates will send you, so don’t forget to be at the event to cast your vote for the same of your choice.

AnF has party spirit

By Karen Schneider

A big thanks to Capt. and Mrs. Thomas for the generous use of your house for Angel Flight’s Wine and Cheese party last Friday. Also thank you to everyone who came and made the evening a success.

Our party at Peace lot turned out to be a lot of fun, such a beautiful day! Bingo and bottle of Eric Theisen for having around the pool, and beer for the best formal group and we’ll see you there again.

Management club to meet at Daytona Inn

It was an open for all members and guests since we were not holding an end year of your party. Elections for the club officers will be held and awards will be given to those who have made a special effort in the past. Let this be the last business meeting of the Spring term.

The events scheduled for April are Spring Fling, Homecoming and Semin. Civilian. Anyone interested in working the Management Club’s Nutra chairing is urged to contact Dawn Costello. Also the last meeting of the year will be held.

Relax on the River at the “NEW” Showboat Restaurant and Lounge

On the river west of the Port Orange Bridge.

761-6724

Great Menus of appetizers, sandwiches, omelets, salads and steaks served daily from 11:30am to Midnight.

Enjoy 2 for 1 cocktails 11:30am to 7pm & 10pm to Midnight in our beautiful new wicker lounge...

Open til 1:00am

Showboat Restaurant and Lounge

AAS will attend conclave

By Alf Holm, David A. Straka

Now that most of the convention is over and the Gil Robb Wilson Scholarship Committee has finished most of its duties has done all of our projects, the AAS Convention will be the grand finale of the Spring term. Pledge, Power, Professional and Operational Excellence as the 3rd of April at the Greater Convention.

On the weekend of April 4th to be held in New Orleans, Louisiana, five members of the AAS will be at the National Convention.

On the convention will be in attendance from Maryland, AAS Washington, an award on the national level for outstanding student presentations.

Our future members will also be a part of this weekend. The pledges are permitted to attend AAS.

Steppen out...

A look at eating and drinking establishments in the Daytona Beach area.

By Tony Pinto

Entertainment Editor

This week Steppen Out did a little snoop around the “Hotels” located downtown in the Tidel Tower Hotel. Situated on the corner of A1A and Broadway, this hotel is a pleasant variation in Daytona’s string of hotel international edifices.

The hotel itself is a great place to look at, or if you do not like to stay. Do you desire live music for dancing or seeking background music to listen to over dinner? In the hotel’s bar you’t be entertained by Dave Baker, “Biddle B,” who plays golden oldies from the 50’s and 60’s. During the course of an evening, however, you may have the chance to sing your heart out under the river, west of the Port Orange Bridge.

Our formal pledge interview were held March 19 and we are proud to announce the names who made the interview. Our next and are to be new members of the chapter, will they also be new members: Joe DeAngelis, John Howard, Keith Beach, Sandy Kropp, Paul Moyer, Steven Bliss, Kenneth Smith, Annette Wiesbrock.
Spring Fling '82
Sat. April 3rd
12:00 Noon to 6:30 pm

Beer,

Food,

Games

featuring

Gary "U.S." Bonds,
Stranger,

and

a third band to be announced

FREE ADMISSION
National League; Expos look strong in '82 season

The Cincinnati Reds are not only the defending National League champions, but they are also the defending World Series champions. The Expos are looking strong this season, and it's not just because of their management. They have a great core of players that can lead them to victory.

The New York Mets are also looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Giants are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Pittsburgh Pirates are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Cubs are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The St. Louis Cardinals are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Braves are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Philadelphia Phillies are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Dodgers are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Atlanta Braves are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Padres are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Chicago Cubs are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Astros are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Pittsburgh Pirates are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Cubs are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The St. Louis Cardinals are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Giants are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Philadelphia Phillies are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Dodgers are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Atlanta Braves are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Padres are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Chicago Cubs are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Astros are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Pittsburgh Pirates are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Cubs are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The St. Louis Cardinals are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Giants are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Philadelphia Phillies are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Dodgers are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Atlanta Braves are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Padres are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Chicago Cubs are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Astros are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Pittsburgh Pirates are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Cubs are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The St. Louis Cardinals are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Giants are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Philadelphia Phillies are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Dodgers are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.

The Atlanta Braves are looking strong this season. They have a talented lineup and a strong pitching staff. The Padres are looking strong as well, with a solid defense and a strong pitching rotation.
autos for sale

1974 Triumph TR-6 Convertible $3,000 ore
Call now! 255-4071

1974 VW Rabbit Deluxe 2-dr. sedan, good condition, $4,400. One owner, good mechanical background. 28,340
miles $1,500 or best offer. Call 232-4794 or Bill at
255-4170 or Box 974.

1974 MUSTANG II 2-dr. hardtop, $1,100. Call Tom
French, 255-4170.


KBA S.A.L.E. 1971 Chinco, Bluebird. Older car,
but runs and drives well. Call 255-5124 or
Jimmy, 255-4170.

1974 BMW R100 6 N. Low miles, clean and
fast. $1,900 or best offer. Call 255-4170 for
more info.

1975 CSHOP KOOL Horsl. En¬
hanced condition. $500 or best offer. Call
277 N. Baldwin, Delray Beach.

1975 SARA KOOL KOI 177. Deluxe. En¬
hanced condition. $595 or best offer. Call
277 N. Baldwin, Delray Beach.

1975 SLIFAKER 1100 - 43,000 miles. Great con¬
dition, very good car. $2,500 or best offer. Call
255-4170 or Box 974.

1975 NSP HONDA CB 125. Excellent con¬
dition. Great low mileage, good condition. Call
255-4170 or Box 974.

1975 NSP HONDA CB 125. Excellent con¬
dition. Great low mileage, good condition. Call
255-4170 or Box 974.

1975 NSP HONDA CB 125. Excellent con¬
dition. Great low mileage, good condition. Call
255-4170 or Box 974.

1975 NSP HONDA CB 125. Excellent con¬
dition. Great low mileage, good condition. Call
255-4170 or Box 974.

1975 NSP HONDA CB 125. Excellent con¬
dition. Great low mileage, good condition. Call
255-4170 or Box 974.

Kalediscope

by J.A. Colón

cycles for sale

Honda GL 500 go for the tour. More
is more in this category. Call 255-4170.

Honda CB 125 go fast. or
Call 255-4170.

Yamaha 450 Maxi. Low, low
miles, 2,000 only. Call 255-4170.

Honda C 70 CB 125. Go fast, go
fast, make a pass. Call 255-4170.

Honda CB 125. Go fast, make a pass. Call
255-4170.

Kleeners 1974-1982 very dependable
condition. low miles, $450 or
best offer. Call 255-4170.

1974 CSHOP KOOL Horsl. En¬
hanced condition. $500 or best offer. Call
277 N. Baldwin, Delray Beach.

1975 CSHOP KOOL KOI 177. Deluxe. En¬
hanced condition. $595 or best offer. Call
277 N. Baldwin, Delray Beach.

1975 SLIFAKER 1100 - 43,000 miles. Great con¬
dition, very good car. $2,500 or best offer. Call
255-4170 or Box 974.

1975 NSP HONDA CB 125. Excellent con¬
dition. Great low mileage, good condition. Call
255-4170 or Box 974.

1975 NSP HONDA CB 125. Excellent con¬
dition. Great low mileage, good condition. Call
255-4170 or Box 974.

1975 NSP HONDA CB 125. Excellent con¬
dition. Great low mileage, good condition. Call
255-4170 or Box 974.

The best brands and largest selection of high fidelity stereo com¬
ponents and accessories available anywhere. If you're into sound
and haven't been into Hart's, you're not really into sound.

HART'S & Video

801 Mason Avenue
Daytona Beach
Call 255-1486
Established in 1945. Serving Florida for 37 years.

Audio & Video

ADS AUIDIO RESEARCH
AMPEX DENON
DISK WESHER
DYNAVOCER
FUJI GOLDING GRACE
KEF KLIPCSCH
LAST MAXELL
NAD
NAKAMICHI
POLA AUDIO
QUAD ROTEL
SONY SOUND CONNECTIONS
STAX STUPES
TDK TANDBERG
THORENS

march 31, 1982

255-4071

'FLY WHERE THE FUN IS'
Classifieds are a free service to the student body

Shampoo, Haircut, and Biowdy - $10 with ERAU I.D.

FREE BEER WINE

1351 Bevlie Rd.
Foxboro Plaza
Daytona Beach

REDKEN
BEAUTY THROUGH SCIENCE
Phone 761-7227

WANTED: 4 wide ones or 4 5" in them 3 or 2 1/2 by 5" Bag replacement. Ask for B. Call 254-2621.
WANTED: 1 wide by 5" with 3 or 2 1/2 by 5" others available. Will pay cash. Ask for B. Call 254-2621.

WANTED: Microwave, working condition. If you can help me, drop a note in Box 7921.

wanted
miscellaneous
for sale

College Night ERAU ID will get you 50% draft beer!


typos:•

-STEAK & WINE + PIZZA + SANDWICHES-
122 VOLLISIA AVE, DAYTONA BEACH 252-6969
Open 7 days, 11am - 3am

This AD + ERAU ID GET's ONE FREE HOUR POOL Monday-Thursday, 11am-5pm.
We LESS DROPPING.

MARCH MORE TOURING.

Marching machine on now.

With Embry Riddle.

No11nComm•n•l•l'wllt 1nr

from page 11) ------------------------

and much more. This

is due to the

SGA, and we

will discuss them.

I will feel no need to discuss the

news of the latter. So are we to

believe what was stated earlier in

the letter? I would hope not.

***

There is a planned "A" increase

in the weather room bet-

between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m.

The rules are simple; any

E-RAU student may pair.

No size limitations are imposed,

but all ents must be prior (no sliding).

Trip photography cannot be con-

sidered. The entry deadline is April

8, 1962 at 9 p.m. and the photos

will be displayed after the contest.

There is no entry fee and you

may enter as many photos as you

like, but only the photos with

prior arrangements will be accepted.

First prize will be a choice be-

tween an Embry-Riddle wind-

breaker and a year subscription to

Weatherwise magazine. Second

prize will be the film that the winner
does not choose. Third prize is

$100.00 cash or a trophy.

Next time you find yourself

looking around, don't forget to

look up. There is a world of

wonders in the sky.

Skate-A-Thon

Sunday April 4

Sponsored by the Residence Hall Programming Board

1:00 to 4:00pm

$3.00 registration fee

Proceeds donated to the March of Dimes